NFPA LiNK™ puts our trusted knowledge base at your team’s fingertips. Discover efficiency and confidence in real time with an intuitive digital design that lets multiple users access critical information on the job and across teams. Now they can get the insights to develop the right solutions when and where projects are happening. With NFPA LiNK™, they will have access to a range of content—from codes and standards to expert commentary, visual aids, and more.

**TRANSFORM TEAMWORK—WITH SOLUTIONS FOR ENTERPRISES.**
NFPA LiNK™ is the collaborative digital tool that gives your teams reliable information from the electrical, fire, building, and life safety codes. It provides them with on-the-spot answers to their on-the-job needs so they can work together with speed, confidence, and accuracy.

**ENTERPRISE SUBSCRIPTION SOLUTIONS.**
Designed to fit your company and your teams, the Enterprise Plan features all of the options of an individual plan, plus:
- In-platform user management: for increased flexibility with including and removing users from the account
- Enterprise collaboration: to streamline workflow and information sharing across teams, and across your organization
- Enterprise team notes and sharing: includes the ability to share across your enterprise account, as well as with those outside your company
- Integration for 11 or more users
- Various billing options designed to fit your business needs

**Contact sales at GetLiNK@nfpa.org to get a quote today.**

**Collaborate**
- Share information directly from within the platform.
- Teams can share notes and create team collections to better manage specific requirements for projects and keep everyone informed.
- Work across the office and into the field by giving the power of information to all of your team members.

**Navigate**
- Quickly navigate to the right information by clicking the linked table of contents or the referenced sections and tables within the code text.
- Use step-by-step situational filter to find the relevant content based on the space you are working in and the system or equipment you are working on.

**Personalize**
- Bookmark sections of code to quickly locate the material most relevant to your work.
- Assign colors and add to custom collections to organize into specific topics, projects, and more.
- Add personal notes for further clarification, helpful reminders, and future reference.